People Get Ready
Waiting on the World to
Change and Days Like This
mash up

Chords all song C Am F C

C chord on 7thfret

C sus4

changalang back in
Waiting on the World to Change

Intro
C changalang (G shape 7th fret) (2 bars)
(2 bars on chords in home position)

Me and all my friends
We're so misunderstood
They say we stand for nothing and
There's no way we ever could

Now we see everything that's going
When it's not always raining there'll be wrong
days like this
With the world & those who lead it
When there's no one complaining
We just feel like we don't have the
there'll be days like this
When everything falls into place like means
the flick of a switch
To rise above and beat it
Well my mama told me there'll be
days like this
SCTS only no changalang
Days Like This

Chorus
So we keep waiting
People Get Ready
People get ready, there's a train a coming Waiting on the world to change
You don't need no baggage, you just get We keep on waiting
on board
Waiting on the world to change
All you need is faith to hear the diesels
humming
changalang back in
Don't need no ticket you just thank the
It's hard to beat the system
Lord
When we're standing at a distance
Second vocalist and changalang in
So we keep waiting
People get ready for the train to Jordan
Waiting on the world to change
It's picking up passengers from coast to
coast
ENDING
Faith is the key, open the doors and board
We keep on waiting
'em
There's hope for all among those loved the We keep on waiting
People get ready
most
SCTS only no changalang

Instrumental no changalang
8 bars

People get ready
There'll be days like this
days like this
days like this
days like this!

